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2022 McKnight Soccer Coaches Resource 

 

How to Coach 

1. Respect (towards yourself and players) 

2. Communication (clear and appropriate to age group of players and using TeamSnap for updating parents) 

3. Research (take time to research soccer documents) 

4. Education (come prepared and ready) 

5. Equipment (always have enough balls and cones for the players at every practice) 

 

Basics include: 

1. Stretching 

2. Warm‐up exercises 

3. Keep players running, being active 

4. Demonstrate the drills to the players before they begin 

5. Take a knee when talking to players 

 

U4 Resources 

Soccer Drills: Fun Games for Kids 3,4,5,6 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BilrRgwXqqA 

 Dribbling (i.e. kicking), ball control, shooting  

 ‘Hit the Coach’, hit coach with ball and coach imitates whatever animal they like 

 Move around and dodge, adjust for player skill by amount Coach(es) dodge 

 Ball control, shooting and passing 

 Adjusted to ‘Hit the Parent…’ 

 

U4 Active Start Soccer Session (ask for Parent participation optional) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fsfG8oTOYac 

 Improvise and use cones for jumping and tumbling 

 Player dribbles while being chased 

 Parent and child playing catch   

 Drop and Trap 

 Kick then dive on ball (parent assistance may be required) 

 Roll ball out, child dribbles back   

 Roll ball out, Child dribbles back, scores and celebrates 

 Goal kicks (one net only) 

 Roll ball to net, Child chases and scores,    

 Keep away with parents, high fives! 
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U6 Resources 

U5 Week 1 – Getting comfortable with the ball 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yr_AqMLGD4s 

 Sharks & Minnows, Coach is shark, children minnows. Coach tries to hit minnows with ball, if tagged by ball, 

 minnows must lie on field (or freeze in place) and other live minnows must pass over them (or variation) and ‘un‐ 

 freeze’ them back into the game. 

 Stretching 

 Butterfly 

 Flamingo 

 Jumping Jacks 

 Cone Maze (children can be split up into groups to make the practice more efficient and minimize the time the 

children are waiting for their turn) 

 Running activities (improvise on speed ladder or skip) 

 Sharks and minnows (parent participation optional) 

 

U6 Can U Kick it ‐ 4 to 5 years old coaching course 

https://youtu.be/-y-XH9B9izQ 

 Serpentine 

 Running with ball   

 Kicking back and forth 

 Kick to Coach(es), receive pass  then kick into net 

 Musical soccer balls 

 Simon Says 

 Move ball from one circle to other 

 U4 Soccer Drills for Parents (Utilize for U6, not U4) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IruWilVfUmk 

 No hands 

 Toe Taps 

 Passing, stop, pass stop (using inside of foot) 

 Dribbling 

 Kick the Parent/Coach (with the ball) 

 

Numbers Passing Drill 

https://youtu.be/PZFJzeWAIkk 

 One ball, number players then ball goes from 1 to 2 to 3 to…   

 Keep moving, call numbers 

 Working with inside foot pass (outside foot pass to increase difficulty) 

 Increase speed and add extra ball after rhythm established, move balls quickly 
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Kids Soccer Coaching 3, 4, 5, 6 (U4 ‐ U6) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dscVGPYIUE 

 Good tips for first time Coaches 

 

Kids Soccer Games – Dribbling & Shooting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G5XWVfoYgLc 

 Dribbling (keep ball close) & keep head up 

 Go Score 

 

(U6 & U8) Soccer – Pacman 

https://youtu.be/ziEZHEEDqiw 

 Pass using side of foot, body over ball, knee bent, ankle locked, aim/point with non kicking foot faces player, kick 

 ball and follow through 

 Do not use toe to kick, inside of foot (either or) only   

 Players dribble ball around Coach and try to hit Coach when prompted 

 Add level of difficulty by alternating kicking with both feet. 

 

U8 Resources 

U8 Week 1 Activity 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_2iASPUAUc 

 Individual dribbling skills with four parents or coaches to direction player movement   

 Keep ball close and head up, change direction and speed 

 Lots of touches of ball (top, bottom, side to side) 

 Additional pressure (level of difficulty), Coach(es) to chase players   

 

U8 Week 1 Activity 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G0Hal8w5Odw 

 Individual dribbling skills under pressure (around cones, from themselves, other players)   

 Coordination, dribbling change of speed, agility, vision, keep head up 

 One ball per player passing through gates (cones) spread out around field, Coach watching from outside 

 

U8 Week 2 Activity 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30GQjk8wBCY 

 Ball Control/turning, coordination, agility 

 Change direction, speed appropriate to level of player   

 Encourage players to bring the ball back to Coach with their feet not hands (as shown)   

 Add level of difficulty by dribbling back toe touch, side to side, backwards (carefully)… 

 

U8 Week 2 Activity 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bWWZ444wkUc 

 Individual ball control/player development/movement and coordination, change of speed & direction 

 Dribbling players each have ball, Green Light/Red Light  (add more color lights for level of difficulty) 

 Dribbling with head up, change direction with both feet 
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(U8 & U10) 1 v 1 race   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CBs7zesduhk 

 Relay race around cones then score on net 

 Serpentine around four cones    

 Ball control, speed, coordination, lots of ball touches, using inside/outside of foot during dribbling 

    

U10 Resources 

Soccer Practice Simplified for 5‐9 Year Olds (foot coordination)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSP0LcPPHKk 

 Moving ball forward with sole   

 Move forward with sole while skipping 

 

Triangle Passing ‐ 21 Fun Games and Drills (good technique) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJk1Im2B3W0 

 Triangle passing 

 

U10 Week 1 Activity 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MruolJWE9FQ 

 Warm‐up by dribbling – improve coordination with ball 

 Coach demonstrates pull back, step overs 

 Change direction, identify space to exploit before receiving ball, ability for body and ball to cooperate, keep ball 

 under control, fake out opposition using body. Make environment fun 

U10 Week 1 Activity 2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krNp8zexQjE 

 Improve individual dribbling skills 

 Tag, when player tagged, go to side do 10 ball touches (juggling, top taps, inside feet touches) then rejoin game 

 Dribble with head up, moves to escape opponent (drag back, step over,…players get to beat oppostion) 

 Use both surface of both feet, control ball 

    

U10 Week 1 Activity 3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EadxBPmQvtg 

 Improve individual dribbling skills under pressure 

 2 players/ball passing, when prompted, player with ball tries to dribble pass other player and score on goal. 

 Encourage confidence on ball and one by one. Change of speed and direction, exploit space, agility, fake out 

 opposition and vision (where are you going next) 

 

(U10 & U12/U14)  1 v 1 to cones 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9VWsQ7Fhk0 

 Dribble back and forth from one cone to other 

 Ball control, speed, coordination, lots of ball touches, using inside/outside of foot during dribbling, fake out 

 opponent 

 Advanced level of difficulty by adding foot drags, side to side dribbling, step over,… 
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10 Best Soccer Passing Drills for U8, U10 and U12 | Fun Soccer Drills 

https://youtu.be/Kb58F3r_TQM 

 Gate Passing (player’s passing & communication skills) - Use cones to set up rectangular grid. Set up pairs of 

cones arms length apart randomly throughout grid (gates). Divide players into pairs with a ball. Pairs dribble 

around grid tying to score as many times as they can by passing through the gates until coaches call TIME. 

Players should be working together, moving fluidly from one gate to the next. Coaches should be encouraging 

players to tell their teammate where they plan on going next and to head there after passing and receivers direct 

their first touch towards their target. Pass & move, soft touches, work as a team. 

 Numbers passing (passing & receiving skills, teamwork & communication) – Use cones to set up rectangular 

grid. Assign each player a number. While moving around, player 1 passes to player 2, player 2 passes to player 

3, etc…until last number passes back to player 1 all while each player is constantly moving at all times around 

the grid. Once player’s get the rhythm, add 2nd ball. Coaches encourage them to talk and move to setup 

teammates. Add goal and rule that last player tries to score then that player becomes new #1. Each player shifts 

number down so each player gets a chance to score each cycle. Coaches remind all players to jog in between 

passes and keep moving to keep exercise dynamic and mimics actual game. Done well, ball should never stop 

moving. When receiving, encourage players to position themselves to see as many players as possible, opned 

up with their back to edges of grid, remind them to cushion ball to receive softly. Keep moving, open to your 

teammates, cushion the ball when receiving. 

 Barcelona (passing) - Small sided game/scrimmage, short one touch passes to maintain possession. Setup 

rectangular grid with cones and goals on each end. Divide players into teams, 3v3, 4v4. Player’s score based on 

how many passes they make, i.e. make 8 passes before scoring is 8 points for that goal.no corners or throw-ins, 

if out of bounds, it’s a kick in. Teams with most points in the end, Coach dictates, wins round. Coaches hold 

feedback for the end, don’t interrupt game in middle, observe. Tight passes, work as a team, take the shot. 

 Triangle Goal Game (passing & communication skills) - Setup rectangular grid with cones. Set up random 6 foot 

triangular cones throughout grid. Divide players into pairs, need as many triangles as pairs. One ball/pair. 

Players try to score goals by passing ball through triangle while constantly moving then move on to new triangle 

until coach calls time. Short rounds, approx. one minute. More practice = more fluid motion. Players finding and 

moving towards next goal after they pass, letting teammate know where they’re headed. Good communication. 

Work as a team, communicate, pass to score. 

 3v2 To Goal (use extra attacker to their advantage) - Setup rectangular grid with cones and goals on one end. 3 

attackers, 2 defenders. Attackers initial play from their endline and work as a team to try to score. If defenders 

intercept, they can score by dribbling ball over attackers endline. One there is a goal or ball goes out of bounds, 

new players rotate in and new round begins. Attackers spread out, ‘Open Hand instead of Closed Fist’. 

Encourage attackers to dribble at defenders to force defender to commit and open up space. Spread out, dribble 

at defender, attack as a team. 

 Rondo 5v2 (passing & teamwork skills) - Setup Square grid with cones. Arrange players in a circle with 5 

attackers outside and 2 defenders inside. Defenders HOLD pinnies not wear them since they’ll switch positions 

often. Monkey in middle. Attackers pass around in in middle fo defenders. Quick controlled touches. Pass goes 

out of bounds or gets intercepted, last attacker to touch it switches to defender. Coaches encourage attackers to 

draw defenders in, defenders don’t lunge in for ball, stay balanced and communicate with partner. Controlled 

touches, short passes, cooperation. 

 5 Goal Game (attacking skills) – Setup rectangular grid with cones and set up 5 goals, two on each end and one 

in center with cones. Divide players into 2 teams, one on either side. Each side sends equal number of players. 

Coach plays in ball, whoever gets ball is attacker. Players then try to pass ball to any of the numerous goals to 

score. Doesn’t matter which way play happens, as long as goals are scored by attacking team. If turned over, 
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then attacker/defender roles switch. Teamwork is team, coaches remind player to keep moving. Pass to score, 

find open space, find new path. 

 Hot Box (switch point of attack) - Setup rectangular grid with cones and goals on each end. Set up small square 

in center (‘Hot Box’) of field with cones. Divide players into teams, 3v3, 4v4, etc…Players scrimmage without 

goalies and score in appropriate net. No corners or throw ins, put of bounds is kick in. Players CANNOT enter 

hotbox, only ball can pass through. This way, attackers in team find their path blocked by defenders and Hot 

Box. Must switch point of attack by passing ball to teammate. 5 minute rounds, team with most goals wins round. 

Heads up, find teammate, keep out of the Hot Box. 

 2v2v2 Keep Away (passing, receiving, transitioning quickly from attacking to defending) - Setup square grid with 

cones. Divide 6 players into 3 teams of 2. 2 pairs are attackers, 1 pair defends (defenders wear pinnies). 

Attackers are playing keep away from defenders. If intercepted, defending pair replace last attacking pair last 

that touched ball. Game DOES NOT STOP during transition. Coaches, encourage players to look at passing 

options before touching and receiving ball. Being strategic and passing quickly is key. Slow passes get 

intercepted easier. Can add rule to limit touches to 2 or one on attackers. Attackers to position themselves to 

side of player with ball to easily receive a pass. Defenders communicating constantly, who is pressuring ball and 

who is support. Quick transitions, look at passing options, maintain possession. 

 3v3 + 1 Keep Away (ball control, passing, working as team to maintain ball possession) – Setup square of cones 

for every 7 players. Divide players into 2 teams of 3, 7th player is neutral or all time offense who helps team in 

possession of ball at any time. Goal is for attackers to pass as many times before losing ball to defenders, i.e 

Keep Away. Keep track of passes until intercepted, then defenders switch to attackers and 7th player helps them. 

If ball out of bounds, turnover, switch roles. After 1 minute, have teams switch roles. Coaches, ensure attackers 

don’t bunch up, spreading out with hips open to find playing space to pass to teammates while working together 

to create more passing options. Defenders should apply pressure. Spread out, hips open, work as a team. 

 

U12/U14 Resources 

(U8, U10, U12/U14 Resources) 

Football Drills For Kids - Essential Soccer Drills For Kids ((Ages 6, 7, & Up) 

https://youtu.be/010_mhlfZpA 

 Getting a lot of touches on the ball (muscle memory/instinct) 

 Fundamentals of the game (not tactical or soccer intelligence at this point) 

 Getting player comfortable with ball, practising more often and consistently (basic passing, shooting) 

 Basic Juggling – improve control and get touches in different ways (beginner – drop down, pop up, more 

difficult, two or more touches). Always be progressing (incorporate other body parts) 

 Ball mastery (slow or fast depending on experience) 

 Control over ball and tons of touches  

 For each drill, 30 seconds to one minute, 3 or 4 sets 

o Toes taps: improves balance, comfortable with touching ball. Get on toes and touch top of ball 

alternating feet, once comfortable, do it quicker. On toes, not planting feet. 

o Bell taps – hit ball from inside of foot alternating back and forth to other foot. On toes. When beginning, 

keep heads down but as progressing, keep head up and faster. 

o Triangles – drag ball back with one foot, inside pass to other foot, then back to starting point and 

repeat. Once get better, do faster. Head up, stay on toes, get rhythm.  

 Note: Work on Toe and Bell taps before moving onto Triangles. Skill moves developed though mastering these 

drills. 
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 Basic Dribbling – Improved upon as you get older.  

 Some mistakes include dribbling with inside of feet (cannot move quickly).  

 Develop dribbling with laces or outside of the foot 

 Simple drill includes setting cones down 15 – 20 feet apart and dribbling to each back and forth. Keep ball in 

control/close to body, push out a little farther if going faster. Progress to going faster and faster. Mastery include 

turns, pivots and change of direction. 

 More advanced Dribbling drills (dribbling, control and fitness) practice slowly at first until you master and go 

faster 

o Weaving drill with or without cones. One touch with inside of foot then one touch with outside of foot 

over and over in weaving pattern. For beginners, don’t use cones, use one foot then other foot then 

both feet together. As they master, add cones to add a layer of difficulty, more precise increases 

challenge of drill.  

o ‘Suicide Turns’ (take very slow depending on level). Setup 6 – 8 cones. Start at 1st (or starting) cone, 

go to 2nd cone, cut back to 1st cone then go to 3rd cone, cut back to 1st cone, then go to 4th cone, 

etc…until they been to all of the cones. Do on both sides, right and left. Use inside sole and outside of 

foot to turn. Keep ball in close control and do as quickly as they can. Can go faster they better they get. 

For beginners, do as slow and deliberate as need to until they get the movement down then work up to 

speed. 

o Zig Zags – works with cuts and turns. Cutting sharply to left or right around cone. Place cones down on 

two separate lines on a staggered formation. Run directly to 1st cone, cut cleanly as possible around 

cone and repeat through all of cones. Very slow at first then progress to go faster challenging 

themselves. 

 

Creating Space to Score 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVRQCJKCRGg 

 Triangle passes 

 Ball Possession  


